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THE 7 DAY INWARD

Bound Holy Fire II

Reiki Retreat organized

by the International Center for

Reiki Training (ICRT) in Hana

on the island of Maui in Hawaii

was my third class with William

Rand since Holy Fire Reiki

emerged in 2014 and my first

time with Colleen Benelli,

Licensed Reiki Master Teacher.

I guess I do not seem to have

enough of it! This time howev-

er, I was not looking for more

knowledge about the program, or more experience for teaching it,

but rather its wisdom. And what I received from this trip was

beyond expectations.

First, the Holy Fire Experiences allowed me to go deeper and

deeper into my own journey of healing and understanding, into

places I had forgotten, and places I had never gone before. With

classes in the morning and adventures in nature in the afternoon,

those experiences, and the release that came with them, felt

deep, smooth and grounding. They were also quite enlightening!

My connections with nature grew in ways I had never thought

would happen, with wonderful feelings of love and renewal.

Wherever I went, whether in the inner or outer world, there was

always a clear sense of sacredness with the Earth, the world

around us and between us. The energy of the group was amazing.

The experiences in class carried the colors of the many Rain-

bows we saw, the various shades of green that surrounded us dur-

ing our hikes, the deep light blue of the ocean we jumped into,

the brightness of the flowers we encountered on the paths, the

freshness of the breeze caressing our faces, the liveliness of the

waters flowing down from the mountains through the many

streams and waterfalls we swam into, the warmth of the sun infus-

ing our body, the magic of the moonlight shining on us and the

sunbeams reflecting on the ocean as signs from the heavens.

The Experience we had in

the bamboo forest was particu-

larly powerful, bringing a feel-

ing of union with the divine in

nature, a profound awareness of

Spirit on Earth. It included the

understanding that we all play

our part in manifesting our

light, we ALL matter, all king-

doms of life matter and are to be

honored as together we create a

pathway for Light on Earth.

How meaningful and powerful

the experience of being a single

bamboo in a large forest can be.

Now I am back home, filled with a wonderful renewed ener-

gy, greater wellness, awareness and appreciation for who we are as

a whole, and for where we are as divine human beings on Earth

with the potential to grow further as we engage with life.

Regardless of where we are in our life, regardless of our expe-

riences and expectations, regardless of our path, such a retreat in

Hana offers everyone a sacred space where one can heal, regen-

erate, incubate and renew. There is always another level. Reiki is

life in its pure and sacred essence and life is everywhere within

and around us, without borders. Just keep engaging with it. 1
Veronique is a Holy Fire II Karuna Reiki® Master

Teacher and Certified Crystal Healer (CCH) who

lives in Wilmette, Illinois, where she teaches and

offers healing services. She also offers Reiki in a

local retirement home, at a cancer wellness center

and a hospital. Veronique can be contacted by

email at vfrede88@gmail.com, through her website

at www.moonstonesanctuary.com or by phone at 847.293.7332.  

A special thanks to my friend, classmate and photographer Olga
Zverava for the beautiful photo. (www.Olgaz.com).
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